Greetings Adventurous Travelers!

Are you an intellectually curious life-long learner? Do you enjoy the thought of visiting world-renown archaeological sites and locations of distinctive cultural and historical interest? Do you love the idea of international travel but feel overwhelmed at the research, planning, language skills, and logistical prowess required to make your journey an unforgettable trip? Consider joining Educational Foundations (EF) College Study Tours and Group Leader Nikki Gorrell. EF Tours has over 50 years of experience leading college students and active, intellectually curious community members on a variety of trips world-wide.

Nikki Gorrell is a cultural anthropologist and professor who has engaged in fieldwork in Mexico, the Basque Country, Turkey, Guatemala, and Peru. She believes that international travel is the most enlightening and life-changing form of education and is excited to partner with EF Tours on a 9-day trip to Greece in May 2019. Athens, the Saronic Islands, Olympia, Mycena, and Cape Sounion are tour highlights; view the full itinerary and sign up here: https://www.efcollegestudytours.com/professors-trip/2097293EU

For only $95 travelers can lock in their spot and work with EF to set up a comfortable payment plan. An ‘early-bird’ discount of $250 will run until February 7, 2018 so don’t delay! Remember that you do not need to be an enrolled college student to join the tour; you do need to be relatively fit and able to walk up to five miles a day. Roundtrip airfare, accommodations, guided sight-seeing, entrance admissions, on-tour transportation, and regional-style meals are all included. Consider an unforgettable trip to Greece in May 2019! For inquiries, contact Nikki’s assistant Ollie Shannon for more information at: ollahshannonidaho@gmail.com